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Correspondence between Officer 1 and Officer 5  
 
From: Officer 1 (PSG - HR Strategy, OD and Engagement)   
On Behalf Of Complaints - Cwynion 
Sent: 17 September 2020 09:08 
To: Officer 5 (ESNR-Planning)  
Cc: Officer 3 (ESNR-Planning); Officer 7 (ESNR-Planning); Complaints - Cwynion  
Subject: RE: Complaint 

 

Hi Officer 5, 
 
The deadline is the 25/09/20. 
 
Regards, 
 
 Officer 1  
 
Llywodraeth Cymru / Welsh Government 
Y Tîm Cynghori ar Gwynion / Complaints Advice Team  
Grŵp yr Ysgrifennydd Parhaol / Permanent Secretary’s Group 
Yr Is-adran Ymgysylltu a Datblygu Sefydliadol / Organisational Development and 
Engagement Division 
Parc Cathays / Cathays Park 
Caerdydd / Cardiff  
CF10 3NQ.  
 

 
 

 
From: Officer 5 (ESNR-Planning)  
Sent: 17 September 2020 08:52 
To: Complaints - Cwynion  
Cc: Officer 3 (ESNR-Planning); Officer 7 (ESNR-Planning)   
Subject: RE: Complaint 

 

Officer 1, 
Officer 7 of Planning div will be reviewing the complaint, can you remind me of the 
deadline, Officer 7 is on leave next week so we may need to send a holding 
response 
 
Officer 5  
 

  
Rheoliad Adeiladu | Building Regulations 
Is-adran Gynllunio | Planning Directorate  
Llywodraeth Cymru | Welsh Government 

 

 



 
From: Officer 1 (PSG - HR Strategy, OD and Engagement)  
On Behalf Of Complaints - Cwynion 
Sent: 14 September 2020 16:26 
To: Officer 5 (ESNR-Planning)  
Cc: Officer 3 (ESNR-Planning); Complaints - Cwynion  
Subject: RE: Complaint 

 

Thank you Officer 5. 
 
With regards to the response, in his complaint XXXXXX alleges that WG have failed 
to answer questions about the administration of its powers to control building safety 
in Wales. 
 
The lead official will need to address the 10 points that he raises within his 
complaint. Where XXXXXX is raising the same issues that have already been 
responded to, you will need to reiterate what has previously been said and advise 
him that you have already responded on the matter and have nothing further to add. 
If it is not within our remit to address certain elements of his complaint, we will also 
need to remind him of this. 
 
If we don’t address XXXXXX concerns within the complaint response, and it is quite 
possible from our conversation that these concerns have already been responded to, 
he will likely take his complaint to the PSOW who may contact us and request that 
we address his concerns under the complaints process. 
 
Regards, 
 
 Officer 1  
 
  
Llywodraeth Cymru / Welsh Government 
Y Tîm Cynghori ar Gwynion / Complaints Advice Team  
Grŵp yr Ysgrifennydd Parhaol / Permanent Secretary’s Group 
Yr Is-adran Ymgysylltu a Datblygu Sefydliadol / Organisational Development and 
Engagement Division 
Parc Cathays / Cathays Park 
Caerdydd / Cardiff  
CF10 3NQ.  
 
 
 

From: Officer 5 (ESNR-Planning)   
Sent: 10 September 2020 15:32 
To: Complaints - Cwynion  
Cc: Officer 3 (ESNR-Planning)  
Subject: RE: Complaint 

 

 Officer 1, 
 



Please find attached summary of the correspondence since 2013 culminating in the 
complaint recently received from XXXXXX. 
I have included at the end a link to the previous final correspondence and reply. We 
are very clear the issue is his disagreement with ,initially, the view taken by the 
Carmarthen Council and subsequently the Welsh Government. The complaint 
procedure states  
The complaints procedure does not allow us to consider complaints about: 
 

 a decision which has not involved maladministration – in other words, the 

procedure cannot be used to complain about a decision just because the 

complainant does not agree with it; 

All correspondence was responded within set timescales. I would appreciate your 
thoughts 
 
 
<<Doc 8a>> 
 
Officer 5 
 

  
Rheoliad Adeiladu | Building Regulations 
Is-adran Gynllunio | Planning Directorate  
Llywodraeth Cymru | Welsh Government 

 

From: Officer 1 (PSG - HR Strategy, OD and Engagement)  
On Behalf Of Complaints - Cwynion 
Sent: 02 September 2020 09:37 
To: Officer 5 (ESNR-Planning)  
Cc: Complaints - Cwynion   
Subject: FW: Complaint 

 

Morning Officer 5, 
 
The Complaints Advice Team have received the attached in relation to buildings 
safety. 
 
Can you confirm if the issues raised would fall within your remit please? 
 
Regards, 
 
 Officer 1  
 
  
Llywodraeth Cymru / Welsh Government 
Y Tîm Cynghori ar Gwynion / Complaints Advice Team  
Grŵp yr Ysgrifennydd Parhaol / Permanent Secretary’s Group 
Yr Is-adran Ymgysylltu a Datblygu Sefydliadol / Organisational Development and 
Engagement Division 



Parc Cathays / Cathays Park 
Caerdydd / Cardiff  
CF10 3NQ.  

 
From: XXXXXX   
Sent: 28 August 2020 15:08 
To: Complaints - Cwynion  
Subject: Complaint 

 
Dear Sir/Madam 

 

I attach my completed complaint form dated 28 August 2020. 

 

XXXXXX 

 

 
 
  



Doc 8a 
 
Adam Price AM regarding his constituents (XXXXXX) concerns about 
Carmarthenshire County Council. 

2013 

1. XXXXXX has previously written to Rhodri Glyn Thomas AM on two occasions 
in July 2013. The Minister for Housing and Regeneration (MHR) response 
(CS/01244/13 and CS/01184/13 confirmed that the Welsh Government sets the policy 
framework within which local authorities operate, but the responsibility to enforce the 
Building Regulations is with the local authority in their area.   

2014 

2. Correspondence was received direct from XXXXXX on the 8 January 2014 
(TO/CS/00062/14) regarding structural safety of buildings within Carmarthenshire 
County Council. Officials in the Building Regulations division responded outlining the 
responsibilities of local authorities. Further correspondence was received from 
XXXXXX following the official’s response requesting a meeting to discuss the content 
of the response. Officials in the Building Regulations Division subsequently arranged 
to meet XXXXXX to discuss his concerns and the meeting took place on the 5 March 
2014. Officials clearly set out the level of responsibilities of the Welsh Government 
and the local authorities and entered into a technical discussion regarding the 
requirements of the Building Regulations in relation to structural safety. Following the 
meeting officials received a letter from XXXXXX in relation to interpretation of Part A 
of the Building regulations. Officials replied to this letter noting the content and 
explaining it is for the Building Control Body (Local Authority or Approved Inspector) 
to interpret the Building Regulations.  

3. Rebecca Evans AM sent an e mail to the MHR on the 23 January 2014 
(CS/00110/14) requesting that the Welsh Government look into the concerns of her 
constituent, XXXXXX, who is very concerned that his local authority has failed to 
comply with Welsh Government approved structural safety standards relating to work 
on an old building adjacent to his property which lacks bonding ties and foundations.  

A response was sent from the MHR on the 11 February 2014 again confirming that it 
is the responsibility of the local authorities to enforce the Building Regulations, 
therefore the Welsh Government have no powers to intervene.  

4. A further e mail was received by the MHR from Rebecca Evans AM on the 13 
June (CS/00835/14) requesting information in relation to where responsibility lies for 
the oversight of the correct and effective implementation of building regulations at 
County Council level and who is responsible for ensuring Building Control 
Departments correctly interpret and implement current regulations for structural safety.  

A response was sent from the MHR outlining the responsibilities of the local authorities 
and the complaints procedures that would need to be followed if a complainant is 
dissatisfied with the service they have received. 

5. A further e mail was received by the MHR from Rebecca Evans AM on the 17 
July (CS/01001/14) requesting further help in relation to details of a body her 
constituent can take his general concerns to who may be able to assess the practise 
of the County Council in relation to the building regulation, if such a body exists.  

A response was sent from the MHR highlighting that if the local authority complaints 
procedure and the Public Services Ombudsman routes have been exhausted there 



are no other bodies responsible for the scrutiny and assessment of building control 
services provided by local authorities. Judicial review might be available depending 
upon the circumstances but this is something the constituent must take their own legal 
advice.    

6. Rebecca Evans AM concluded that “while a suitable process for resolving disputes 
between County Councils and builders etc. exists related to specific building projects, 
there is no mechanism for ensuring that building regulations once passed from Welsh 
Government to County Councils are correctly interpreted and that no oversight and 
scrutiny of the Council in this respect is in place. It would not be within the capabilities 
of an individual citizen to mount a challenge at law.”  

2015 

7. A meeting was held on 11 March 2015 between the Minister for Natural Resources 
(MNR) and Rebecca Evans AM to discuss concerns from her constituent (XXXXXX) 
that Carmarthenshire County Council are approving roofs and walls that are unsafe 
(DC/CS/00262/15).  

8. During the meeting on the 11 March, the following general points were discussed: 

a. If the constituent of Rebecca Evans AM has exhausted the complaints 
procedure of the local authority and the Local Government Ombudsman there 
are no other bodies responsible for the scrutiny and assessment of the service 
provided by the local authority in relation to the implementation and 
interpretation of the Building Regulations. Judicial review of a specific action or 
decision of a local authority might be available, depending on the circumstances 
but the constituent must take their own legal advice.  

b. If a local authority failed in their duty under the Building Act, anyone suffering 
loss as a result should be able to bring a private claim, depending on the 
circumstances. 

c. Primary responsibility for achieving compliance with building regulations rests   
with the person carrying out the building work. The building control service 
interprets the building regulations and determines compliance. There might, 
depending on the circumstances, be private law claims, but these rights will 
only be available to those who suffer loss, which in most cases will be the owner 
or occupier of the building concerned and then only once loss is suffered. 

d. The Approved Document is a guidance document, and deals with more 
common building situations. A Building Control Body’s duty is to consider the 
whether the building work complies with the functional requirements in the 
Building Regulations, and not whether the building work necessarily accords 
with the general guidance or a specific example in an Approved Document. A 
person carrying out building work can design and construct their building work 
in a different way the approved document, as long as this can still be shown to 
comply with the applicable requirements of the Building Regulations.  

 
Rebecca Evans AM was interested in the nature of Approved Documents as 
guidance, and their relationship with the functional requirements. It was explained 
that they are general guidance on the more common situations but need interpreting 
in the light of specific circumstances. A post meeting letter (dated 19 March 2015) 
was sent from the MNR to Rebecca Evans AM which explained the relationship.  

 



9. Rebecca Evans AM wrote to the MNR on 9 April 2015 (CS/00590/15) after 
receiving further correspondence from her constituent which responds to the MNR 
letter of 19 March. Her constituent (XXXXXX) gives his interpretation on sections of 
legislation and the legal status of approved documents. He also wishes to publish the 
MNR previous letter.  
 

A response was sent from the MNR on 7 May 2015, explaining that the Welsh 
Government cannot give legal advice. The letter explained that although the guidance 
in the Approved Documents will be taken into account by Local Authorities when 
considering compliance, the Local Authorities duty is to consider whether the work 
complies with the requirements of the Building Regulations.  

The letter also explained that Section 7 of the Building Act provides for the effect of 
compliance with Approved Documents in civil and criminal proceedings only. 

 

10.  Mr. Durham sent a new letter to Rebecca Evans AM which asked a series of 
questions and contains a compact disc (CD) with a copy of 23 Building Control files 
which (in XXXXXX’s opinion) shows that Carmarthenshire County Council is ignoring 
structural safety regulations (Part A). Rebecca Evans AM forwarded XXXXXX letter 
and CD to the MNR, and asked if the MNR could address the points raised within 
them. 
 
A response was sent from the MNR on 23 June 2015, which again explained that the 
Welsh Government cannot give legal advice, and therefore the MNR reply was 
based on the information from the CD. The MNR explained that as the CD received 
contains a considerable amount of information, and XXXXXX comments regarding 
the files contained on the CD are not specifically related to any one file, that 
XXXXXX provides a list of his specific concerns in respect of file number 2 and that 
he identifies specific documents (by title and/or date) he considers evidence his 
concerns and/or if he considers that documents are absent from the file, he identifies 
what documents that he believes should be on the file.  

 
11. Rebecca Evans AM responded with information provided from XXXXXX in 
relation to file number 2 on the CD on 1 July 2015 (CS/01055/15). In general the 
main reasons XXXXXX does not feel the CCC files comply with Part A of the 
Building Regulations are because there are “no calculations on the file to prove that 
the complete building structure complies with this Part A regulation” and “as the 
materials and methods used in the old barn’s wall construction do not comply with 
the government’s approved British Standards code safety standards for complying 
with Part A, and have not and cannot be proven safe”.  

 
The MNR response explained that when considering a change of use to of a building 
into a dwelling (such as a barn conversion) the assessment of the existing 
construction will generally require more judgment and interpretation than a design for 
a new building, as current Codes of Practice referred to in Approved Document A are 
generally intended for use with current materials and construction methods.  The 
current guidance documents referred to for existing buildings in paragraph 1.10 of 
Approved Document A (BRE Digest 366 and The institution of structural engineers 
report appraisal of existing structures 1996) reflect this and paragraphs from them 
were highlighted in the MNR response.   



 
As there has been extensive correspondence received regarding this subject over the 
last 2 years, the MNR letter explained that he will only engage in further 
correspondence on this matter if he receives information that changes his position or 
he has something to add to what he has already said.  
 
12.  Rebecca Evans AM emailed the MNR on 29 July (CS/01241/15) and forwarded 
a response from her constituent (XXXXXX) in relation to the letter from the MNR. 
Rebecca Evans AM explains that the response makes a compelling case for re-
examination of the matter, and if not a meeting is suggested.  
 
As no information provided by XXXXXX new letter would change the advice/position 
given in any of the MNR previous letters, the MNR response (dated 3/9/15) explained 
that there appears to be a difference in interpretation, the reason why a meeting is 
unlikely to resolve the matter, and re-highlighted that it is the function of local 
authorities to enforce building regulations in their area.   
 
13.  Rebecca Evans AM e-mailed (25/9/15) a reply to the MNR letter dated 3 
September (CS/01241/15) on this matter. Rebecca Evans AM forwarded a response 
from her constituent (XXXXXX) in relation to this letter. Rebecca Evans AM e-mail 
explains that XXXXXX would like a copy of the technical advice sent to the MNR on 
the application of Part A in relation to this matter. XXXXXX AM’s letter explains why in 
his opinion CCC are approving building work to convert barns and similar buildings 
into houses without having any proof that their complete structure complies with Part 
A of the Building Regulations 2010, and would like an explanation of why he is 
incorrect.   

 
The MNR replied on 13 October explaining that the request for a copy of the 
Ministerial advice will be processed as a request for recorded information. (A reply to 
this FOI was sent by officials on 23 October). The MNR letter also explained that in 
referring to the courts (see 12 above), this is not suggesting that XXXXXX takes this 
matter to the courts (XXXXXX would have to take his own legal advice in relation to 
this), but highlighting that it is not the Welsh Government who ultimately decides on 
the interpretation of the law.     
 
14 Rebecca Evans AM e-mailed (6 November 2015- CS/01778/15) the MNR with 
regard to the FOI response, and explains that she has met with her constituent 
(XXXXXX) to discuss the information within the FOI request, and attached a letter from 
her constituent that describes his interpretation of the Building Regulations in relation 
to this type of work and his view on how they operate in practice. The e-mail explains 
that in the light of the new focus of this case, further consideration be made.  
 

2016 
 
The MNR replied on 19 January 2016 by highlighting that given the fact that the Welsh 
Government cannot give legal advice and that the document provides no new 
information which would cause the MNR to change previously stated views, the MNR 
considered the matter closed. 
 



15   Rebecca Evans AM replied to the letter from the MNR(CS/01778/15), which 
contained a letter from her constituent which explains his concerns regarding 
Carmarthenshire County Council and his interpretation of the regulations. The 
constituent’s letter ends by asking if the MNR would put the letter to the Chair of the 
Building Regulations Advisory Committee to confirm that he is right.  
 
The MNR replied (CS/00209/16) by explaining that the Building Regulations Advisory 
Committee for Wales (BRACW) provides advice to Welsh Ministers on proposed 
changes to legislation and other matters in connection with the Building Regulations, 
and as it is the function of local authorities (subject to certain excepted sections) to 
enforce Buildings Regulations in their areas, it is not considered to be a matter for 
BRACW.   
 
16    XXXXXX wrote to the First Minister (FM) on 21 March 2016 (FM-000219-16) 
regarding his concerns with CCC.  
 
The FM replied by explaining that he is aware of considerable correspondence with 
the MNR, and reiterated some previous paragraphs from the MNR in relation to this 
matter.   
 
The FM letter ends by explaining that given the fact that the Welsh Government 
cannot give legal advice and that the e mails do not provide any new information 
which would change the previously stated views, he considered the matter closed. 
 
17   On the 4 May, XXXXXX e-mails the FM unhappy with the response (FM-00219-
16) and reiterating his concerns with CCC. XXXXXX explains that he “will be sending 
a copy of this correspondence to all members of the Welsh Assembly after the 
election to make them aware of the Welsh Government doing nothing about 
Carmarthenshire County Council approving building work which is very easy to 
understand is illegal and potentially very dangerous.”  
 
The Correspondence Unit replied to XXXXXX by explaining that his e mail does not 
contain any new information which would change the previously stated views on this 
matter, and therefore remains closed. 
 
18   On 9 May, XXXXXX replies (TO-FM-00316-16) unhappy with the response, and 
reiterates his concerns with CCC. Neil Hemington (WG - Chief Planner) replied by 
letter stating that we have nothing further to add to our previous replies on this 
issue.    
 
Neil Hemington letter ends stating that “it is correct and courteous to inform you that, 
in the absence of any new information from you which would change the previously 
stated views, the Welsh Government will not be responding further to you on this 
topic”. 
 
 

2017 
 
19  On the 8 February, Adam Price AM wrote to the Cabinet Secretary for 
Environment and Rural Affairs (CSERA) regarding correspondence received from his 



constituent (XXXXXX) outlining his concern with Carmarthenshire County Council 
approving building work which he believes does not comply with Part A (Structure) of 
the Building Regulations. 
 
Adam Price AM notes that Welsh Ministers have powers to intervene if a Local 
Authority has failed to discharge their function of enforcing the Building regulations, 
and asks if CSERA could investigate the case and consider intervening in the matter. 
 
The CSERA replied by stating that we are not minded to intervene because we are 
not satisfied Carmarthenshire County Council have failed to exercise their functions 
under the Building Act 1984. Issues of legal interpretation are, ultimately, for the 
Courts rather than for the Welsh, or indeed the UK, Government. 
 
 
20.  On 15 March Adam Price AM wrote a letter to CSERA (LG/00608/17) explaining 
he has received further correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX) referring to 
CSERA previous letter and again outlining his concerns with Carmarthenshire County 
Council approving building work which he believes does not comply with Part A 
(Structure) of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010. 
 
The CSERA replied by explaining the position in relation to what the Welsh 
Government believe is the correct legal position in relation to requirements of the 
Building Regulations and the status of Approved Documents. The reply ends by saying 
that the CSERA consider the matter closed.  
 
21. On 4 May, Adam Price AM wrote to the CSERA regarding further 
correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX) referring to and disagreeing with the 
CSERA previous letter and again outlining his concerns with Carmarthenshire 
County Council approving building work which he believes does not comply with Part 
A (Structure) of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010.  Adam Price AM asked 
that officials consider meeting with XXXXXX. 
 
The CSERA reply explained there has been extensive correspondence with the 
constituent and officials have previously met with him to discuss the purpose and 
effect of Approved Documents. Considering  this, and given that his constituent does 
not accept what is, in our view, the correct legal position, a further meeting with 
officials is unlikely to resolve these differences. The reply ends by saying that the 
CSERA consider the matter closed. 
 
22. On 16 June, Adam Price AM wrote to the CSERA regarding further 
correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX) requesting officials from Building 
Regulations meet with XXXXXX to discuss the Welsh Government’s structural safety 
standards in Approved Document A. 
 
The CSERA reply again stated that there had been extensive correspondence with 
XXXXXX and as no new information has been provided that would change any 
previously stated views the CSERA had nothing to add to any previous letters and 
consider the matter closed. 
 



23. XXXXXX e-mailed all Assembly Members on the 7th August. The e-mail was 
forwarded to the CSERA by three Members, Mark Isherwood AM (LG/01867/17), 
David Melding AM (LG/01874/17) and Neil Hamilton AM (LG/01900/17).  
 
The content of the e-mails from XXXXXX did not contain any new information. 
However, as the correspondence was received from Assembly Members not 
previously involved in correspondence from XXXXXX a detailed response setting out 
the Welsh Governments view was provided and also until any new information was 
provided the CSERA considered the matter closed. 
 
24. Following CSERA previous 4 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17 and LG/01376/17), Adam Price AM has 
received further correspondence and forwarded another e-mail from his constituent 
(XXXXXX). The correspondence from Mr Durham is the same as those received 
recently from three separate Assembly Members, Mark Isherwood AM 
(LG/01867/17), David Melding AM (LG/01874/17) and Neil Hamilton AM 
(LG/01900/17).  
 
CSERA replied by stating that XXXXXX e-mail contains no new information which 
would change any previously stated views and consider the matter closed. 
  
25. Steffan Lewis AM wrote to CSERA (LG/02131/17) regarding concerns he has 
received from XXXXXX, about the application of Part A (structural safety) of the 
Building Regulations in Wales.  
 
The content of the e-mails from XXXXXX did not contain any new information. 
However, as the correspondence was received from an Assembly Member not 
previously involved in correspondence from XXXXXX, a detailed response setting 
out the Welsh Governments view was provided and also until any new information 
was provided CSERA considered the matter closed.  
 
26. Following CSERA previous 5 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17 and LG/01954/17), Adam 
Price AM has received further correspondence and forwarded another e-mail from 
his constituent (XXXXXX).     
 
CSERA replied by stating that XXXXXX e-mail contains no new information which 
would change any previously stated views and consider the matter closed. 
  
27.  Following CSERA previous 6 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17 and 
LG/02617/17), Adam Price AM has received further 2 letters of correspondence from 
his constituent (XXXXXX) and forwarded these in e-mails to CSERA.      
 
CSERA replied by stating that XXXXXX e-mail contains no new information which 
would change any previously stated views and consider the matter closed. 
  
28. Eluned Morgan AM has received an email from her constituent (XXXXXX) and 
forwarded this e-mail to CSERA. XXXXXX email disagrees with a previous letter 
CSERA sent on this matter (LG/01867/17). XXXXXX email also asks Eluned Morgan 



AM to ask the Welsh Ministers to carry out an urgent inquiry into how the Building 
Regulations operate in Wales to make sure they are correctly understood and are 
being correctly understood.   
  
CSERA replied by stating that you understand the issues raised by your constituent 
are of concern to him and have been the subject of correspondence for a number of 
years. However, it does not appear to the Welsh Government an event has occurred 
causing public concern which would justify establishing an inquiry.  
 
29. Joyce Watson AM sent CSERA a letter explaining that she has received 
correspondence from her constituent (XXXXXX) which disagrees with part of a 
previous reply from CSERA.   
 
The letter refers to a text line quoted from a paragraph in one of your previous 
replies, this is: “Part A does not state how to achieve compliance nor how 
compliance is to be demonstrated”. The letter states her constituent does not think 
this line is correct, and quotes text from a requirement within Part A of Schedule 1. 
 
The draft reply clarifies this last line within the context of the paragraph which is that 
Part A of schedule 1 does not state how to achieve compliance with the 
requirements nor how compliance with the requirements is to be demonstrated. 

 

CSERA replied by stating that XXXXXX letter contains no new information which 
would change any previously stated views and consider the matter closed.  
 
 
30.    Following CSERA previous 7 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17, 
LG/02617/17 and LG/05109/17), Adam Price AM has received  further letter of 
correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX) and forwarded this letter to CSERA 
(LG/05512/17).  
 
CSERA replied stating that XXXXXX letter contains no new information which would 
change any previously stated views. As stated in CSERA previous reply, given this 
and the fact the Welsh Government cannot give legal advice, CSERA has nothing 
further to add to any previous letters and consider the matter closed.        
  
31.    Following CSERA previous 8 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17, 
LG/02617/17, LG/05109/17, and LG/05512/17), Adam Price AM has received 
further letter of correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX) and forwarded this 
letter to CSERA ( LG/0240/18).   
 
CSERA replied stating that XXXXXX letter contains no new information which would 
change any previously stated views. As stated in CSERA previous reply, given this 
and the fact the Welsh Government cannot give legal advice, CSERA has nothing 
further to add to any previous letters and consider the matter closed.      
 
CSERA reply also highlighted that XXXXXX letter contained a request for Information 
(FOI) which is being dealt with separately by Officials for reply by 26 February.    



 
32. Following CSERA previous 9 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17, 
LG/02617/17, LG/05109/17,LG/05512/17 and LG/0240/18), Adam Price AM has 
received further letter of correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX) and 
forwarded this letter to CSERA. 
 
CSERA replied by stating that your previous letter dated 10 April 2017 (our ref: 
LG/00608/17) sets out the Welsh Government’s position in relation to the main 
points raised in his constituent’s letter, and that CSERA has nothing further to add to 
this and consider the matter closed.     
 
CSERA letter also mentioned that a response to his constituent’s letter of the 26 
January is currently being prepared in accordance with our freedom of information 
procedures. Officials will separately respond in relation to this request by 26 
February 2018.  
  
33. Following CSERA previous 10 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17, 
LG/02617/17, LG/05109/17, LG/05512/17, LG/0240/18 and LG/0383/18), Adam 
Price AM has received further letter of correspondence from his constituent 
(XXXXXX) and forwarded this letter to CSERA.     
 
XXXXXX letter refers to a text line quoted from a paragraph in one of CSERA 
previous replies (10 April 2017), this is: “Part A does not state how to achieve 
compliance nor how compliance is to be demonstrated”. The letter states his 
constituent does not think this line is correct, and quotes text from a requirement 
within Part A of Schedule 1.  
 
CSERA reply clarifies this last line within the context of the paragraph which is that 
Part A of schedule 1 does not state how to achieve compliance with the 
requirements nor how compliance with the requirements is to be demonstrated. The 
reply also explained that CSERA has nothing further to add to your previous letter of 
10 April 2017 and consider the matter closed.     
 
34. Following your previous 11 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17, 
LG/02617/17, LG/05109/17, LG/05512/17, LG/0240/18, LG/0383/18 and 
LG/00627/18), Adam Price AM has received further letter of correspondence from 
his constituent (XXXXXX) and forwarded this letter to you.   
 
XXXXXX letter asks that CSERA ask the Building Regulations Advisory Committee 
for Wales (BRACW) for advice on how buildings must comply with Part A.  

 
CSERA reply explained that it is the function of Local Authorities (subject to certain 
excepted sections) to enforce Buildings Regulations in their areas and that CSERA 
do not consider this to be a matter for BRACW.      
  
The reply also explained that CSERA has nothing further to add to any previous letters 
and consider the matter closed.     



 
35. Following CSERA previous 12 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17, 
LG/02617/17, LG/05109/17, LG/05512/17, LG/0240/18, LG/0383/18, LG/00627/18 
and LG/00968/18), Adam Price AM has received further letter of correspondence from 
his constituent (XXXXXX) and forwarded this letter to CSERA.      

 
Adam Price AM asked CSERA to respond to the points raised by his constituent 
XXXXXX.   
 
CSERA reply explained that XXXXXX letter contains no new information which would 
change any previously stated views. Given this and the fact the Welsh Government 
cannot give legal advice, CSERA has nothing further to add to any previous letters 
and consider the matter closed.  
 
36. Following CSERA previous 13 letters to Adam Price AM regarding this matter 
(LG/00324/17, LG/00608/17, LG/00898/17, LG/01376/17, LG/01954/17, 
LG/02617/17, LG/05109/17, LG/05512/17, LG/0240/18, LG/0383/18, LG/00627/18, 
LG/00968/18 and LG/01519/18), Adam Price AM has received further letter of 
correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX) and forwarded this letter to CSERA 
(LG/2007/18).     

 
Adam Price AM asked CSERA to respond to the points raised by his constituent 
XXXXXX.   
 
CSERA reply explained that XXXXXX letter contains no new information which would 
change any previously stated views. Given this and the fact the Welsh Government 
cannot give legal advice, you have nothing further to add to any previous letters and 
consider the matter closed.    
 
37. XXXXXX wrote (letter dated 26 October 2018) to the First Minister (FM) with his 
concerns that the Welsh Government is not replying to his AM (Adam Price AM) in 
an adequate way on a matter relating to the structural safety requirements of the 
Building Regulations (FM/00777/18). 
  
XXXXXX letter also explains that he believes Carmarthenshire County Council 
(CCC) is not enforcing the building regulations in relation to structural safety and not 
complying with the Environmental Information Regulations. 
 
The FM reply explains that there appears to be a difference in interpretation and refers 
to previous letters such as the FM’s letter (our ref: FM/00219/16) to XXXXXX dated 31 
March 2016, the 10 April 2017 reply from the CSERA (LG/00608/17) to Adam Price 
AM which explains the Welsh Government position, and the previous letter from Neil 
Hemington- Chief Planner (TO/FM/00316/16) to XXXXXX explaining that in the 
absence of any new information, the Welsh Government will not be responding any 
further on this topic. 
 
38. XXXXXX wrote (letter dated 26 November 2018- TO/FM -/00864/18) again to the 
First Minister (FM) disagreeing with the FM’s reply. 
 



Neil Hemington- Chief Planner replied to XXXXXX explaining the First Minister’s 
letter dated 12 November (FM-/00777/18) refers to the Chief Planners previous letter 
dated 17 May 2016 (TO/FM/00316/16) and reminded XXXXXX that in the absence of 
any new information which would change the previously stated views, the Welsh 
Government will not be responding further on this topic. 
 
39. Adam Price AM wrote to you on 27 March 2019 (LG/2007/18) after receiving a 
further letter of correspondence from his constituent (XXXXXX).  
    
XXXXXX letter explains that he believes Carmarthenshire County Council (CCC) is 
not enforcing the building regulations in relation to structural safety and also 
disagrees with their handling of his FOIA/EIR request to them, which he has written 
to the ICO about.  
 
Your reply explained that regarding the Environmental Information Regulations, the 
Welsh Government has no power to intervene, and that as there has previously been 
extensive correspondence between you and the Cabinet Secretary for Energy, 
Planning and Rural Affairs on this matter and the letter contains no new information 
which would change any previously stated views, you have nothing further to add to 
any previous letters and consider the matter closed.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


